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Householders’ Options to Protect the Environment Inc. 
PO Box 6118 – Clifford Gardens, TOOWOOMBA QLD 4350 
(22 Vacy Street, Toowoomba QLD 4350) 
Ph 07 4639 2135; Email: office@hopeaustralia.org.au   
Website: http://www.hopeaustralia.org.au 
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/Householders.Options.to.Protect.the.Environment   
ABN 48 036 173 161 

 

HOPE E-news Bulletin 2017 #12 – December 2017 
The following items have been gathered from various e: newsletters received by HOPE in recent times; and/or prepared 
specifically by HOPE members and supporters. If you have any news to contribute, please forward to 
office@hopeaustralia.org.au . Deadline for articles is 15th day of the month. 
 

Editorial 
 

Good morning folks, 
The December newsletter is being issued early as our office manager and his wife are taking 3 weeks holiday 
from Monday 20 November. 
Major items covered in this edition include our President’s Report for 2016-2017; and the AGM election results 
for 2017-2018. 
Lastly, our end-of-year social will be an evening meal at the City Golf Club, 254 South St, Toowoomba on 
Monday 11 December from 6.30pm. To reserve your seat(s), please RSVP to the HOPE office by email 
office@hopeaustralia.org.au by Friday 8 December at the latest. 
Regards, 
Frank Ondrus, Office Manager – HOPE Inc., ph 07 4639 2135 
 

HOPE Office Closure 
The office will be closed over the Christmas-New Year holiday period from close of business on Friday 22 
December 2017 and re-opening on Monday 8 January 2018. 

 
 

2017 National/International Events Calendar 
 

December 

• 5  International Volunteer Day 

• 5  World Soil Day 

• 11  International Mountain Day 
 

 

Volunteers needed 
More active volunteers – both local and remote (i.e. online) – are required to help us maintain our level of 
activity. Volunteers are needed to help with projects, events and display activities, as well as general admin 
duties and media/publications work. We invite members and supporters to step up and volunteer some time 
and talents to help share the workload. Current vacancies include: 

• Researchers – required to review and comment on a range of discussion papers, policy documents and 
reports provided by government departments, business and industry organisations and NGOs. 

• Media Officers – required to write media releases, event notices, date claimers and design promotional 
flyers/posters for projects, campaigns, events and activities 

• Publications Team members – required to write information articles for our newsletter; website summaries; 
and assist with the development of powerpoint presentations and information sheets 

• Newsletter Editor – required to write and/or source articles and other items for compilation into monthly E: 
News Bulletin (formal Job Description available on request) 

 

Please contact the office on 07 4639 2135 or email office@hopeaustralia.org.au to offer your assistance. 
 

A fair portion of the above work would ideally be done by locals (i.e. in the Toowoomba area) because the 
HOPE office is in Toowoomba. However, quite a bit of the literature review, research, media and publications 
activity can be done via email. If you have a little bit of time to help us in any way, then contact the HOPE 
office on email office@hopeaustralia.org.au or phone (07) 4639 2135. 
 

 

mailto:office@hopeaustralia.org.au
http://www.hopeaustralia.org.au/
http://www.facebook.com/Householders.Options.to.Protect.the.Environment
mailto:office@hopeaustralia.org.au
mailto:office@hopeaustralia.org.au
http://www.un.org/en/events/volunteerday/
http://www.fao.org/global-soil-partnership/world-soil-day/background/en/
http://www.fao.org/international-mountain-day/en/
mailto:office@hopeaustralia.org.au
mailto:office@hopeaustralia.org.au
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HOPE News – December 2017 
 
Good morning, 
The past month has seen the office staff busy preparing for our Annual General Meeting (AGM) and the 1st 
Ordinary Meeting of the new committee for 2017-2018.  
Both these meetings were held on Saturday11 November and I’m pleased to announce that we have almost 
a full committee and team of admin support staff to take us forward into 2018. 
Copies of the Presidents report and AGM election results are noted below. 
In closing, the Management Committee welcomes your input on envNGOs and others we should partner 
with in the future; the range of issues we should support/promote and/or advocate for; and the types of 
events we should organise ourselves or in partnership with others. 
Please you’re your suggestions to the office at office@hopeasutralia.org.au . 
May you all have an enjoyable break over the festive season. 
Regards, 
Frank Ondrus, Office Manager – HOPE Inc., ph 07 4639 2135 
 

 

President’s Report for 2016-2017 
The 2016-2017 year was long and busy; and, on reflection, difficult for me. 
 

Looking at the positives aspects first, we had: 

• a full committee and complement of admin staff which expressed enthusiasm for the year ahead. 

• supported Highfields Pioneer Village & Museum by managing an appeal for plants to landscape the 
area around their new mini stream railway. 

• arranged a program of 5 community forums (to be held on the even months between February and 
October) 

• suggested having ‘shared lunch-time picnic’ outings on the odd months of the year 

• a “Talk on Native Bees” co-hosted by Southern Beekeepers Assn. (20 May) - with a full capacity of 
50+ people in attendance 

• committed to provide information displays for the Logan Eco Action Festival (31 May), Toowoomba 
Languages & Cultures Festival (20 Aug) and U3A Toowoomba’s Seniors Expo (23 Aug) 

• received funding to hold 2 Nature Journaling workshops as our contribution to National Youth Week 
(Apr 2017) 

 

We also explored funding opportunities for various undertakings including landcare projects; and a series of 
Information Sessions on “Going Solar – On/Off Grid with Battery Storage”. 
A number of our volunteers also assisted by providing submissions on State and Federal Government 
discussion papers. 
Encouragingly, we were able send delegates to a number of conferences and forums throughout the year, 
due to either complimentary or heavily discounted registration fees. 
 

Disappointing aspects of the year include: 

• resignation of Sue from the committee, leaving the secretary and treasurer positions vacant (Feb 
2017) 

• unsuccessful outcomes to grant applications for: 
o new and/or replacement computer equipment and office furniture (2 attempts) 
o training for committees 
o “Acknowledging the contribution that Darling Downs women have made to protecting 

our environment” (Qld Women’s Week) 
o proposed information sessions on “going solar” (4 attempts) 
o Creating Wildlife Friendly Backyards workshops (2 attempts) 

• interest in our community forum program fluctuated with the last 2 forums being cancelled due to 
low registration and unavailability of speaker respectively 

• response to early social outings was negligible – so, it was decided to have the social in conjunction 
with our quarterly meetings. 

 

As I said, the year was busy and it provided me with some difficulties. 
 

I’d like to thank: 

• the Management Committee and Admin Support Staff for their dedicated work throughout the year; 

• the many envNGOs, government agencies and businesses who shared their expertise and 
resources with us; and 

mailto:office@hopeasutralia.org.au
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• particular thanks to local State and Federal politicians who provided free photocopying throughout 
the year. 

 

In closing, I wish to thank the out-going committee for their efforts and wish the in-coming committee all the 
best. 
 

Regards, 
 

Frank Ondrus, President – HOPE Inc. 
 

 

Office Bearers for 2017-2018 
• President   - Frank Ondrus 

• Vice-President  - Steve Cupitt 

• Secretary   - Miriam Sharp 

• Treasurer (acting) - Miriam Sharp 

• Extra member selected from admin support staff listed below 
 

• Ordinary members who fulfil administration support roles as: 
o Office Manager    - Frank Ondrus 
o Newsletter Editor*   -  
o Website Administrator*  - Dan Cannan 
o Membership Officer*  - Barry Miller 
o Social Media Administrator* - Charmaine Turnbull 
o Admin assistants (media /publications, etc.) -  
* - These positions can be undertaken remotely by phone and email communication. 

 

Also, Jerry Coleby-Williams (from ABC’s Gardening Australia program) continues on as our Patron; and 
Robert Crosato, Crosato Country Enterprises continues as our auditor 
 

 

Membership 
In recent years our membership numbers have remained steady at around 650 full and associate members. 
The management committee is keen to increase our membership nationally and so invites you to help promote 
HOPE and its activities to your family, friends and work colleagues. Remember, membership to HOPE of 
FREE! More information on the types of membership may be found at 
http://www.hopeaustralia.org.au/membership/ . 
 
Frank Ondrus, Office Manager – HOPE Inc., ph (07) 4639 2135 
 

 
 
Advertisement 

F O R   S A L E 
 
HOPE polo shirts - $30 each 

 Ladies: sizes 12, 14 and 16 
 Men’s: sizes L, 2XL, 4XL  

 
Contact the office on 4639 2135 to arrange payment and pick-
up. 
 
 
 

 
(Photo taken at Ipswich Plant Expo, March 2016) 

 
 
  

http://www.hopeaustralia.org.au/membership/
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Letters to the Editor 

 
Dear HOPE, 
 

I think that HOPE already does a good job in collating material for the Bulletin – and there is always something 
interesting to read. My personal view is that, while HOPE would obviously want to keep a balance between 
local/national/ international environmental issues with relevance to Australia issues, it is the more strategic 
articles and news that should be given priority. By which I mean articles/news that point to: 
 

Good news in the sense of case study examples and pro-sustainability projects that point to best practice 
initiatives taking place on the ground now – ideally in Australia but internationally if needs be. This goes to the 
obvious point that people need hope (no pun intended) and to understand that pro-environmental initiatives 
are taking place in many fields around the world all of the time. Given the pro-neoliberal economic filter 
operated by the Murdoch press and other commercial media here I’m sure that is not always obvious to the 
average punter. You are probably already aware of Planet Ark’s Positive Environment News initiative launched 
last year, and this may have appeared in the Bulletin in which case ignore the suggestion. The Bulletin could 
offer a brief couple of lines overview and introduction to such articles from this source. 
 

Planet Arks Positive Environment New 
http://planetark.org/news/display/1157 
 

Equally, more ‘how to think’ articles that point to underlying 
reasons for the environmental crisis and what can be done 
about it strategically would be useful. 
 

The UK based ‘Positive News’ was one of the earliest 
promulgators of this approach on environmental issues – 
kicking off in the 1990’s. It now seems to be across a very 
large range of concerns – not just 

environment/sustainability. It might well be worth an occasional trawl to provide links to ‘think piece’ type 
articles. The following hyperlinked article by Solitaire Townsend, from the UK’s Futerra consultancy (itself an 
interesting pro-environmental think tank) is an example of that. 
 

Positive News: https://www.positive.news/2017/perspective/29995/replace-angry-climate-porn-positive-
message/ 
 

Within the [November] Bulletin edition the article Report 
on All Energy Conference, 11-12 Oct 2017, Melbourne 
VIC was a good example, I thought, of a piece that 
explained the underlying structural and political 
constraints acting to block needed and feasible 
transformation – in this case alternative energy. Having 
more of this type of article would be good in my view. 
 

I personally would like to see less ‘Days’ notification in the Bulletin for this and that environmental initiative 
that comes up on the Calendar – and then disappears until next year – a bit like Father Christmas coming 
down the chimney. We don’t seem to have a lack of Days – what we do seem to lack is a sufficient number of 
objective critical thinkers amongst the citizenry that have the skill to see through the PR guff that regularly 
comes their way through the media and the posturing clowns that allegedly govern this country – and 
elsewhere. 
 

Hope these thoughts are useful – and if you favour my perspective on this – I can suggest some other sources 
of pro-environmental critical thinking that could be tapped for the Bulletin. 
 

Cheers, 
 

Andy Nicholson, HOPE member Qld 
 

 

Thought for the day! 
 

“In every walk with nature one receives far more than he seeks.” —John Muir 
 

 
 

http://planetark.org/news/display/1157
https://www.positive.news/2017/perspective/29995/replace-angry-climate-porn-positive-message/
https://www.positive.news/2017/perspective/29995/replace-angry-climate-porn-positive-message/
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Dear HOPE, 
 

Re:  Resolutions 
 

The festive season is quickly approaching. Gifts are being bought, parties are being planned and Santa is 
preparing for the big night. If your family is anything like mine the young children will wake up on Christmas 
morning and open the biggest presents first. They will neatly stack all of the presents in the corner and then 
happily play with the packaging and the brightly coloured wrappings for the next few hours. 
 

These wonderful little souls are reusing and recycling the huge amount of excess packaging produced by 
manufacturers.  
 

But once this excitement wanes we are still left with large amounts of waste that we need to dispose of. 
Garbage bins and recycling bins will bulge with the remnants of Christmas past and we will start to plan our 
New Year’s celebrations, we will write up our New Year’s resolutions and valiantly try to stick to them. 
 

Well what about this coming new year we resolve to protect the environment at home and in the work place? 
We can encourage our families and workmates to do the same. Just little things like remembering to recycle 
and reuse, buy products with less packaging, turn off lights when no one is in the room. Not only will we help 
the environment we will also save money and, I always like to have more money. 
 

With our busy lives it is not always easy to do these things at first, we may not know how to go about recycling 
and reducing waste. How can we find out the best ways to help the environment? How can we make a 
difference on a local level? How do we encourage others? How do I reduce my carbon footprint?  
 

Well luckily there is one easy way to find answers to these questions! The HOPE newsletter is crammed full 
of helpful hints and tips on protecting our planet that we can all use.  
So: If you have not already joined HOPE and subscribed to the newsletter, may I suggest that you do it now, 
sign up your friends, workmates and family. If you have a little free time perhaps you could also volunteer 
some of your skills to help HOPE. As the song says “From little things, big things grow”.  
 

Have a happy and safe Christmas and New Year.   
 

Barry Miller – HOPE member Qld 
 

 
Advertisement 

 
PLS Printer Services has been operating in the Toowoomba and Darling Downs area for the past 15 years. We are a small 
privately-owned business, and we can supply all your printer consumables and needs. 
 

Services include:  
INKJET & LASER PRINTER CARTRIDGES   NEW COMPATIBLE & GENUINE OEM PRODUCTS 
NEW PRINTER & MFU SALES     PRINTER, FAX & MFU REPAIRS 
ONSITE REPAIR CALLOUT SERVICE 
 

Enquiries:   Paul Simpson, E MAIL office@plsprinters.com.au 
                         PH 07 4635 2300 | FAX 07 4635 2322 | MOB: 0478 413 767 

 
Advertisement 

Do you want to: 
 
- Save money 
- Eat clean and green 
- Be more physically active 
- Make a Greener choice (or salad) 
- “Offset” your carbon emissions 
- Live, eat and thrive more sustainably 
 

Then Grow Your Own, with Green Harvest Organic Gardening 
 

Helping Australians to grow organically since 1992 
Organic seeds, rare edible plants, gardening books, non-toxic pest control, good tools  
 

Shop: Online 24/7 – www.greenharvest.com.au 
In Person: 9 Gumland Drive, Maleny, Sunshine Coast Hinterland, Qld. | Monday-Friday 9am-5pm 

 
  

http://www.plsprinters.com.au/
mailto:office@plsprinters.com.au
http://www.greenharvest.com.au/
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Feature Articles 
 

Global Warming serious future threat 
(This article is collectively authored by Rao M. Sajjad Sharif – Institute of soil and environmental sciences, University of 
Agriculture Faisalabad, Shahid Majeed – Department of Entomology, University of Agriculture Faisalabad and Zahoor 
Ahmad – Cholistan Institute of Desert Studies, The Islamia University of Bahawalpur) 
 

Global warming is a sign of threat for the earth and its inhabitants. Concern about global warming has 
increased and many believe that the phenomenon will eventually pose a serious threat to people and their 
way of life. A gradual increase in the average temperature of the Earth’s atmosphere and its oceans is known 
as global warming due to greenhouse gases emission (GHGs). The greenhouse gases emission from human 
activities increased by 35 percent through 1990 to 2010, worldwide. Gases that contribute to the greenhouse 
effects include; carbon dioxide, water vapours, methane, nitrous oxide (N2O), chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and 
Sulphur hexafluoride (SF6). 
 

We have a single mission: To protect and furnish the planet to the next coming generations 
Green-house effect describe as the sunlight and solar radiation strike the earth’s surface some percentage 
get absorbed and warms the earth and rest of the radiations bounced to the atmosphere, which immersed by 
the blanket of the suspended pollutant, GHGs, in the atmosphere, and ultimately these pollutants trap the heat 
and cause the planet to get hotter. The reflecting back of the heat by the atmosphere is called the greenhouse 
effect. 
 

Causes of Global warming 
Since the dawn of the industrial revolution and deforestation, drastic changes have been observed in term of 
quality and quantity of GHGs. Among the GHGs, carbon dioxide (CO2) is the main source of the global 
warming. The CO2 theory was first precisely stated by British physicist John Tyndall in 1861. He attributed 
climatic temperature directly related to variations in the concentration of CO2 in the atmosphere. This theory 
describes that the CO2 controls temperature because the CO2 molecules in the air absorb infrared radiation 
emitted by the earth surface. Normally, CO2 release into the atmosphere through human activities i.e. burning 
fossil fuels (coal, natural gas, and oil), solid waste, trees and wood products, and deforestation. After 
industrialization, the level of CO2 gradually increases up to 400 parts per million (ppm) till today, that’s turn on 
the alarming sign. 
 

In addition to CO2, methane (CH4) is also emitted into the atmosphere by the livestock, agricultural practices, 
production and transport of coal, natural gas, and oil as well as by the decay of organic waste. Followed by 
Nitrous oxide (N2O), which is mainly produce by industrial activities as well as during combustion of fossil fuels 
and solid waste. Other than that, there are few powerful synthetic gases as a result of industrial processes, 
are being a part of GHGs in the atmosphere i.e. Fluorinated gases: Hydrofluorocarbons, perfluorocarbons, 
sulphur hexafluoride, and nitrogen trifluoride. However, the ratios of these gases are in smaller quantities and 
considered as potent greenhouse gases and referred to as High Global Warming Potential gases “High GWP 
gases”. 
 

Mitigation strategies 
Climate change mitigation is the act of decreasing the factors that contribute to climate change. The enormity 
of global warming can be daunting and dispiriting. Curbing dangerous climate change requires very deep cuts 
in emissions, as well as the use of alternatives to fossil fuels worldwide. What can we do on their own as a 
nation to mitigate climate change? There are possibilities for staving off ruinous climate change. Here are 
many easiest effective ways, each one of us can make a difference like: 
1) forego fossil fuels  
2) appropriately shift to renewable energy source  
3) make environment clean while planting trees, which absorb CO2 as part of the biological carbon cycle  
4) drive a fuel-efficient vehicle  
5) be smart while travelling like avoid automobiles and mostly use bicycles  
6) reduce water waste  
7) use organic matters which can be recycled in natural ecosystems  
8) adaptation  
to the future scenario. We must stand up, speak out and implement strategies to save our future.  
 

Your generous support can help to develop science-based solutions for a healthy, safe, and sustainable future. 
 

(Sourced from http://www.technologytimes.pk/) 
 

 
 

  

http://www.technologytimes.pk/global-warming-serious-future-threat/
http://www.technologytimes.pk/
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World News 
 

Global Footprint Network 
 

The Global Footprint Network https://www.footprintnetwork.org/ 
is a research organisation that aims to change how we manage 
our natural resources and respond to climate change on a 
global scale. The data and tools administered by the Footprint 

Network are utilised by individuals, communities and governments to better manage limited resources and 
inform strategic policy and investment decisions. 
 

At the core of this initiative is Ecological Footprint accounting which is a way to measure the supply and 
demand of the biosphere’s productive capacity. Specifically, the term Ecological Footprint refers to the amount 
of biologically productive land and sea that is required to support an individual, a region, a specific human 
activity or all of humanity.  
 

This footprint can then be compared to how much land and sea area is available, to determine when the 
capacity of resources is exhausted and we are operating at an ecological deficit.  
 

Currently, most countries and the world as a whole are running ecological deficits. The world’s ecological 
deficit is referred to as global ecological overshoot. Earth Overshoot Day marks the date when humanity has 
exhausted nature’s budget for the year.  
 

In 2017, Earth Overshoot Day fell on August 2. For the remainder of the year, humanity is maintaining an 
ecological deficit by drawing down local resource stocks and accumulating carbon dioxide in the atmosphere.  
 

 
 

Individuals can join the movement to move the date of Earth Overshoot Day by visiting the website and taking 
a variety of pledges, which inspire action towards a more sustainable lifestyle. You can also calculate your 
own demand on nature using the Footprint Calculator, and assess your personal Earth Overshoot Day. This 
will tell you the date Earth Overshoot Day would be if everyone had your personal Ecological Footprint. 

 

There is a wealth of information available on the Footprint Network 
website. For those who are not overly familiar with the science of 
sustainability there are eye opening statistics, graphics and easy to 
use tools to provide an introduction to the concepts. 
 

The website also caters for more seasoned sustainability 
advocates and researchers, with links to numerous journal articles 
and a free open data platform where you can browse the National 
Footprint Accounts for over 200 countries.  
 

Importantly, data quality and integrity are upheld by the Network who operate under the Ecological Footprint 
Standards 2009. The National Footprint Accounts are primarily based on United Nations data sets and the 
calculation methodology is publicly available. 
 

 
 
 

“The good man is the friend of all living things.” —Gandhi 
 
 
 
  

https://www.footprintnetwork.org/
https://www.footprintnetwork.org/
http://www.footprintcalculator.org/
http://www.overshootday.org/
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National News 
 

Conservation Volunteers Australia (CVA) 
 

Conservation Volunteers Australia (CVA) 
http://conservationvolunteers.com.au/ is a not-for-profit organisation 
that was founded in 1982. Since then we have established offices in 25 
locations around Australia and partner with individuals, businesses and 
governments to help protect and restore Australia’s natural 
environments. Our expertise in training and managing hundreds of 

thousands of volunteers from around the world has turned their wonderful efforts into a major driving force 
that has enabled us to achieve success in conservation. We mobilise communities with well managed and 
effective programs that focus on our over-arching conservation goal: “to increase resilience through protection, 
maintenance and restoration of the environment – landscapes, habitats, species and heritage”. We deliver 
this goal through five different conservation programs 
 

1. Wild Futures: Conserving Australia’s Threatened Species 
Our Wild Futures Program supports the recovery of threatened species by providing practical on-ground action 
to conserve Australia’s unique plants and animals in line with approved recovery plans. We focus on a range 
of species and threatening processes across Australia and working with recovery teams and other experts, 
we assemble new resources and eager volunteers to create a wilder future for our unique plants and animals. 
 

2. Wild Places: Conserving Australia’s special places 
Our Wild Places Program conserves, restores, rehabilitates and manages land owned by CVA and the 
community, such as parks and reserves. We use a range of conservation tools and the power of our volunteers 
to improve ecosystem function and provide support for partnering land managers to provide public access to 
natural areas. 
 

3. Community Conservation: Caring for nature together 
This program brings communities together to protect and enhance nature close to coastlines, waterways, 
urban places and community spaces. All areas can use a helping hand and we help communities to become 
custodians of their natural areas.  
 

4. Living Heritage: Remembering and conserving our past for a better future 
Our Living Heritage Program celebrates indigenous and non-indigenous heritage by providing assistance to 
communities who wish to preserve, strengthen or conserve various aspects of important traditional places. It 
is a legacy from our past and forms an integral part of our national identity today. Heritage projects include 
the preservation of natural and constructed sites in culturally significant places for future generations. 
 

5. Disaster Recovery: Building resilient communities 
The disaster recovery program supports communities with rapid response teams of volunteers that provide 
assistance in the days and weeks following major disasters and extreme weather events such as fires, floods, 
earthquakes, cyclones, oil spills, and marine mammal stranding’s. All require compassionate yet practical 
responses and our recovery program provides exactly that. 
 
From our SEQ office in Brisbane we run two types of projects within these program frames: daily projects and 
week-long projects. Daily projects are free to join and run most days of the week. Our activities include weed 
removal, tree planting, watering, mulching and laying matting for erosion control to help restore healthy 
habitats at various bushland reserves and parks around Brisbane. Recently CVA partnered with Queensland 
Trust For Nature (QTFN) to clear invasive weeds and re-plant native trees in an effort to restore important 
koala habitat at Peak Crossing near Ipswich. The aim of this project is to achieve a situation where cattle 
farming, wildlife and surrounding natural areas can co-exist and thanks to our volunteers we are well on our 
way to achieving this. 
 

Our week-long projects (Monday – Friday) stay in locations around South-East Queensland and cost $208 
per week to join which covers all food, accommodation and transport to and from the site. Rehabilitative work 
done on these projects is similar to work done on daily projects and often includes monitoring work for 
threatened species of plants and animals. At the end of October, we began a project at Inskip Point in 
partnership with Queensland Parks and Wildlife Services (QPWS) to restore habitat and monitor one of the 
largest populations of the vulnerable black-breasted button quail. Due to threats posed by feral animals, the 
destruction of its habitat and the introduction of invasive weeds there are as few as 5000 individuals left in the 
wild. 
 

http://conservationvolunteers.com.au/
http://conservationvolunteers.com.au/
http://conservationvolunteers.com.au/
http://conservationvolunteers.com.au/what-we-do/threatened-species/
http://conservationvolunteers.com.au/what-we-do/land-management/
http://conservationvolunteers.com.au/what-we-do/heritage/
http://conservationvolunteers.com.au/what-we-do/disaster-recovery/
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Volunteers are the backbone of CVA and without their input many of our conservation successes would not 
have been possible. We would like to thank all past, present and future volunteers and if you would like to get 
involved visit our website or email brisbane@conservationvolunteers.com.au to find out what projects are 
happening near you and how you can get involved. 
 

 
 

 
 

Return Unwanted Medicines (The RUM Project) 
 

What is Return Unwanted Medicines? 
Return Unwanted Medicines (or The RUM Project) http://www.returnmed.com.au/ is a national, not-for-profit 
company that provides consumers with a free and convenient way to safely dispose of expired and unwanted 
medicines. Anyone can return their household medicines to any community pharmacy. The returned 
medicines are put in a secure bin and then collected and disposed of by high temperature incineration in 
accordance with regulatory and EPA requirements. 
 

What types of medicines can be returned to pharmacy? 
Prescription medicines, over-the-counter medicines, herbal or complementary supplements, gels, liquids, 
creams and veterinary medicines can be returned to community pharmacy to be disposed of in the RUM bin.  
Empty inhalers are safely disposed of in your normal rubbish collection but any inhaler that still contains some 
of the active ingredient, should be taken to the pharmacy to be put in the RUM bin. Sharps or needles cannot 
be put in RUM bins. Please talk to your pharmacist about the appropriate way to dispose of these items. 
 

What is the disposal process? 
Returned medicines are disposed of by high temperature incineration. The Environmental Protection Authority 
(EPA) has approved this process. Last year, RUM collected and safely disposed of over 700 tonnes of 
medicines, potentially preventing them ending up in waterways and landfill. 
 

Why is it necessary to collect and safely dispose of expired and unwanted medicines?  
Evidence over many years confirms that medicines stored in the home can be the source of accidental 
poisonings of children or pets, and the source of confusion with elderly people. The National Poisons 
Information Centres report that over 5,000 children end up in hospital due to accidental medicine poisonings 
each year. 
 

Elderly people who take multiple medicines for multiple conditions can sometimes become confused as to 
what to take, and the risk of mix-ups increases if medicines that are no longer needed or expired are not 
discarded. 
 

Additionally, medicines and chemicals in general can contaminate the environment when discarded via landfill 
sites and sewerage facilities. A recent Griffith University study of over 4,300 Australians* found more than 
80% of people are completely unaware of the RUM Project and do not know how to dispose of unwanted 
medicines safely and appropriately. 
 

“Last year alone, over 700 tonnes of medicines were collected and safely disposed of by the RUM Project, 
preventing it from ending up in waterways or landfill. If that’s only medicines collected from around 20% of the 
population, imagine how many more are hiding in bathroom cabinets and kitchen drawers across the country,” 
said Toni Riley, Project Manager, RUM, and community pharmacist. 

http://conservationvolunteers.com.au/
mailto:brisbane@conservationvolunteers.com.au
http://www.returnmed.com.au/
http://www.returnmed.com.au/
http://www.returnmed.com.au/
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The Griffith University study also revealed that most respondents (67%) said they disposed of unwanted 
medicines with the usual household garbage; followed by being poured down the drain or toilet (23.3%) and 
less than a quarter (23%) actually disposed of their medication by returning it to a pharmacy. 
 

“By following three simple steps of READ, REMOVE & RETURN, Australians can minimise the risk of 
unintended poisonings and medication mix-ups, and do their bit to protect the environment,” continued Ms 
Riley. 

 
For more information on Return Unwanted Medicines, visit the website or talk to your local pharmacist. 
 
*The National Return and Disposal of Unwanted Medicines (NatRUM) Project Audit 2016 was conducted by 
Griffith University and funded by RUM and Australian Government Department of Health. The research 
consisted of two stages, and was conducted from June to October 2016. The first stage involved an audit of 
a sample of returned medicines containers from all Australian states and territories. In total, representative 
samples of 423 Return of Unwanted Medicines (RUM) bins from all Australian states / territories. The second 
stage involved a two-step general population audit that consisted of a survey to assess awareness of the 
NatRUM scheme, and the risks associated with the improper disposal of unwanted medicines and 
accumulation of medicines, and structured interviews with higher medication uses to identify perceptions and 
behaviours surrounding the disposal of unwanted medicines. There were 4302 adults from the Australian 
general population (including a sub-sample of 166 interview participants who were higher medication users) 
who participated in the research. 
 

 
 

 

Advertising Rates 
HOPE is keen to raise some much-needed revenue through the introduction of paid advertising in our 
newsletter. 
 

At this stage, we are offering business card sized adverts for $30 + $3 GST per edition; OR $300 + $30 GST 
for a full year. 
 

If interested, please send your advert to office@hopeaustrlia.org.au and your payment to HOPE Inc., PO Box 
6118 – Clifford Gardens, Toowoomba QLD 4350. 
 

(Direct debit banking details available on request.) 

 

 
  

WANTED – PHOTOCOPY PAPER  
HOPE has used up its current stock of photocopy paper and we are asking our members and supporters 
to donate a ream or two of A4 photocopy paper. Donations of paper can be left on the table in the carport 
at 22 Vacy St, Toowoomba. 
 
Alternately, cash or cheque donations can be made online at http://www.hopeaustralia.org.au/annual-
pledgedonation/ or posted to HOPE Inc., PO Box 6118 - Clifford Gardens Toowoomba QLD 4350. 
 

http://www.returnmed.com.au/
mailto:office@hopeaustrlia.org.au
http://www.hopeaustralia.org.au/annual-pledgedonation/
http://www.hopeaustralia.org.au/annual-pledgedonation/
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Birds Queensland 
 

Birds Queensland http://birdsqueensland.org.au/ (or Queensland Ornithological 
Society Inc. to give the formal title) was formed in 1969 to promote the scientific 
study and conservation of Queensland birds and their habitats. 
 

Within the first 12 months of its formation, the group was providing a newsletter 
to its members as well as producing a scientific journal, both of which continue 
to the present time.  From an initial membership of less than 50, numbers have 
grown to almost 800. 

 

Activities offered to our members and guests include a monthly meeting (except January) with guest speakers, 
usually two monthly walks and camps each month (except January). 
 

Each year, we run the Queensland Twitchathon when teams of members and guests spend either 12 or 24 
hours trying to see as many birds as they can. Sponsorships received go towards research projects and this 
year we are supporting a project that is assessing the relative impact of different predators on the endangered 
Queensland endemic, the Golden-shouldered Parrot. 
 

While our members enjoy the various activities offered, they also enjoy sharing their interest in our Australian 
native birds at community events including the annual RNA Show (the Brisbane ‘Ekka’) as well as events 
hosted by Native Plants Queensland and local authorities. 
 

Birds Queensland has produced or collaborated with the production of a several brochures viz A Selection of 
Queensland Birds (containing photos of over 80 birds), Bird Places of Brisbane, Bird Places of the Gold Coast 
and the popular Creating your Bird Friendly Garden.  We are also currently assisting with gathering information 
on bird sites in the Ipswich City Council area.  These brochures, as well as our membership brochure, are 
used at any display that we attend and can also be downloaded from our website at 
http://birdsqueensland.org.au/. 
 

To further our aims, Birds Queensland has a Conservation Committee which advocates for any native birds 
or habitats which are under threat.  In addition to writing submissions, the committee has also been involved 
in an ‘on the ground’ project to collect plastic and fishing line from beach areas in south east Queensland.  A 
piece of fishing line entangled around the beak or leg of a bird can cause a long slow death through the bird’s 
incapacity.  No doubt if fishermen were aware of the danger – in both coastal and inland waterways – they 
would be very careful to dispose of fishing line more thoughtfully.  This also holds true for other plastics which 
can appear to be ‘jellyfish’ to birds and other animals which feed on them but result in a painful and agonising 
death. 
 

In addition to our conservation role, Birds Queensland has partnered with BirdLife Southern Queensland to 
form a Bird Education Group.  This group is working with schools to include birding in the existing school 
curriculum.  At the moment, the group is working to establish a website to provide information for schools and 
other interested people to learn more about our Australian birds. 
 

A special interest group of Birds Queensland, the Queensland Wader Study Group, concentrates on 
shorebirds.  These amazing birds summer in Australian waters and in March/April, fly thousands of kilometres 
to northern breeding grounds in Russia.  Before they set off, the migrating shorebirds double their body weight 
to enable them to fly long distances in relatively short periods.  These birds range in size from small plovers 
of approximately 17cm to the endangered Eastern Curlew at up to 60cm.  These shorebirds are threatened 
by the development of their feeding grounds in Asia as well as ‘progress’ in Australia.  In recent times, several 
shorebirds have been listed as endangered in Australia including the Eastern Curlew and the Curlew 
Sandpiper.  The Queensland Wader Study Group has accumulated data over its 25 years existence and can 
contribute this valuable information to researchers and to other groups and government.  You can find out 
more about the Queensland Wader Study Group through its website http://waders.org.au/. 
 

Another interest area is the banding of birds.  By netting, gathering data and releasing banded birds, we are 
contributing to a knowledge base of where birds are found and how long they live (would you believe that the 
Rainbow Lorikeet can live for up to 20 years).  Banding can only be done by people who are trained and 
authorised by the Australian Bird and Bat Banding Scheme (ABBS).  Extreme care is taken to ensure that 
birds are not harmed by this activity which collects valuable information on threatened bird species.  This 
ABBS information has been collated since 1953. 
 

 

http://birdsqueensland.org.au/
http://birdsqueensland.org.au/
http://birdsqueensland.org.au/
http://birdsqueensland.org.au/
http://waders.org.au/

